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Learn to trust your intuition and discover
your inner healer through the modality of
sound.

In this two day certification, you will discover
the science & ancient lineage of sound
healing, learn how to play the crystal bowls,
gong, chimes, tibetan bowls, & more
instruments, create sacred healing spaces,
understand your sound story, create vocal
tones, & develop your intuition.

If you are desiring to explore your
relationship with sound, develop your
intuition, learn how to create deep
meditative space for yourself and others,
and possibly begin to offer this practice to
others, then this journey is for you! This is
also for you if you are a practitioner looking
to add sound to your healing toolbelt.

Instagram
@skylartemplesinger



SKYLAR TEMPLE SINGER is  an intuitive
energy and sound healer, yoga and
movement guide, and community
leader.

Skylar has led retreats all over CA, and
has been leading events for
corporations, private events, & festivals
locally & internationally for four years.

She is a true intuitive, awakened to her
purpose guide souls home to
themselves through the modalities of
sound, breath, meditation, earth
connection, and ritual living.

You will receive:
- The science of sound
- Knowledge of how to play crystal
singing bowls, ocean drum, gong, chimes,
tibetan bowls, kalimba, tongue drum,
harmonium & more
- Confidence in creating a sacred healing
space for yourself
- Connection to your unique healer
blueprint
-Empowerment in opening your voice as
an instrument
- Trust in your intuition, an open channel
- Mentorship from an experienced
professional sound healer
- Basic meditation and breath techniques
for deepening meditation in sound

What's Included:
- INTUITIVE SOUND HEALING ARTIST
CERTIFICATE
- SETLIST TEMPLATES FOR YOUR OWN
SOUND HEALINGS
- RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENTS LIST
- VOCAL TONING

 FOUNDATION1.
 UNIQUE HEALER BLUEPRINT2.
 TRUST YOUR INTUITION3.
 SOUND HEALING TECHNIQUE4.

Included in Level 2 (June 2024)
 SPACEHOLDING1.
 MIXING LIVE & RECORDED SOUND2.
 GUIDING MEDITATION3.
 ONLINE SETUP4.
 BUSINESS OF SOUND HEALING5.



How do 
I enroll?
To secure your spot in this intimate
container of 6 people, send your
security deposit of $111, or pay in full
$333
Tuition: $333
Payment Plan: $136 x month for 3
months or $188 for 2 months

Send your deposit or full
tuition to:
Paypal: @skysing
Venmo:
@skylartemplesinger
Cashapp: SkylarSinger
Zelle:
singerskylar@gmail.com
or 4059904643


